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Recent experiments have confirmed the feasibility of controllable, reversible disabling of a vacuum
insulation panel, which may result in the development of energy-efficient building envelope components ..
These components could extend the managed energy exchange through the building envelope from about
30% (typical with fenestration systems in commercial buildings), to as much as 90% of the gross wall
and roof areas ..

Further investigation will be required to optimize the thermal response and the magnitude of the R-value
swing (from a difference between insulating and conducting insulating values of 4 to as high as a factor
of 100). The potential for energy reduction by using the variable-conductance insulation in the building
envelope is discussed, and other potential building applications are mentioned ..

Introduction

This report provides an qualitative assessment of
the energy savings IlJV~.VJU.IIi-Jl.a.a of the vel technology ..

We compared the developmental attractiveness of a
number of building application options for a Vel, and
have presented a summaty in Appendix A.. The results of
this comparison indicate that we should look most closely,
initially, at the building envelope applications.. Therefore,
in the following section we more comprehensively
examine these higher-priority potentials.. This early work
has been accomplished with program funding insufficient
to support the use of energy simulation tools. We hope

Possible Applications

nalysis

Comparison

Several mechanisms are being studied to defeat the
passive insulating ("enabled") performance of a steel
vacuum insulation we are developing and have described

That passive insulation relies on a thermos
like concept in which a vacuum is sandwiched between
two metal sheets. An array of spacers prevents collapse of
the steel envelope under atmospheric pressure loads .. One
"disabling" mechanism described by Bovenkirk (1961) is
the flooding of the evacuated space with hydrogen..
Variably heating a hydride provides the hydrogen;
discontinuing the heating allows the hydrogen to reabsorb,
re-establishing the insulating vacuum..

~tcltelnel1t of the Problem

For the great majority of industrial and multi
family buildings in the U .. S., an energy efficient bU1.ldrnuz

envelope is one which isolates the conditioned space from
the environment. Some types of fenestration systems found
in these buildings can be operated to manage the transfer
of heat through the envelope when needed.. This kind of
thermal management by the operator of the building, in
keeping with the naturally variation in ambient
thermal conditions, the considera-
tion of a different kind of thermal behavior in future

These could with improved
control over the opaque part of the much more
responsive to their thermal environment than is possible
with current en"eh)oe cornp()ueJnts.

Recent work in our has demonstrated the
technical feasibility of a steel insulation panel with
variable , a variable conductance
insulation We refer to the vel in its insulating
mode as "enabled." Partial or complete "disabling"
results in more thermal transfer.. Figure 1 describes the
reDleal:abJle thermal insulating performance demonstrated in

hardware test We have achieved performance of
apl:>rOXllnatelv a differential factor of 4 insulating value

with the first proof-of-concept
and anticipate much higher differentials, with

the intermediate goal a factor of 25.. A factor of 25 would
an R-value of the panel as a thermal insulator that is

25 times the R-value of the as a thermal conductor
(e9g .. , R=O .. 5 to R=12.5, or R=O .. 2 to R=5 ..0).
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was obtained and shown to be rel'rO.r1U(~lbl:e.

Potential for Variably Ke~SD()nSmVeBunding
Thermal Immn'ij,B.om~~nH"li>~

Another less common, is to use massive
thermal in construction, such as
concrete and roofs. This strategy is most
effective where the daily and annual temperature
excursions take place both above and below the desired
internal The thermal lag, particularly in
moderate climates with cooling loads, may give comfort

to the high-insulation strategy, and may also
result in low energy use.

su~~ge;sts that one objective of buildings
efficiency research should be to Ifcontrol the timing and
quantity of radiation, and control the transfer and

of thermal energy 0 ff He further suggests that
"enhanced heat transfer between the building envelope and

COlJlDle~a with a diode effect, could double the
efficiency of a passive (heating) system in cold climates. "
The controHable vel systems being discussed here may
have just the attributes desired, controlling the timing and

of solar radiation (as converted to envelope
heating) and the thermal transfer from ambient to storage
to occupied area. They may allow the building thermal
~n"~I(,n~ itself to act as a controllable diode between the
building and the environmental thermal sources/sinks. In
contrast to the "super-insulated" and "massive" strategies
discussed previously, the vel can be effective not only in
en"elc)ne load-dominated buildings, but also in those with

dominate

will
use of a vel

other Ins~tarlces ..

that these initial
detailed simulation to better ltip.nh,ru

in OUJlIQ1,n2S.

The most common solution for energy efficient walls and
and one for which extensive test

and in-field measurements to insulate to the
maxhnum amount that can be As energy
standards have become this has re(!uIJred
lTIOre volume for increased insulation to the
that COlnmon have been cn~m£~ed

over the 10 years to allow inclusion of more
insulation in sidewalls.
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Thermal Envelope oow

A third topic would be a total
load analysis of vel systems within commercial
buildings, which are significantly different than the
residential profiles examined by Fine and
Commercial buildings have internal loads and
larger unshaded window areas that heat some
orientations more than both effects could lmlnr()V~

the payoff of a vel wall used in the opaque
thermal sheH.

radiation losses through specific waH orientations. The
improved access would derive from minimal thermal
resistance of a vel wall when the sun is shining on it (or
when a heat sink is available), combined with negligible
night losses. For residential buildings, the different
assumptions required would be that (1) only those surfaces
making a positive heating or cooling contribution would
be "disabled" during the appropriate times, and (2) the
structures would experience reasonably lower air exchange
rates (Le., 0.7 or fewer air changes per hour, compared
with the 1.0 assumed in the study).

Variable
Neeper that the average insolation

on south-facing wans exceeds 50% of the heating load for
residential buildings in most u.s. locations, even in those
locations with cloudy skies during the season. His

is reproduced as Figure 2. This indicates
the benefit that could be by lmlnrn,vn1lO

collection and use of the solar heating resource
'th"Jll'l''''lIl1.nrh broad areas of the thermal en,rel(]~ne~

A second topic area would be roof cooling, and would
involve a cooling-load analysis of the energy-saving
potential of radiative roof when
Although the main body of the population does not live
within areas with low humidity, there appears to be both
sufficient technical promise and sufficient regional energy
use to warrant examination of that pot:entlal.

Such a thermal envelope element, based on a variable
conductance insulation, would have very
very low resistance between the absorber and storage, and
very low resistance between storage and the occupied
space. A passive solar system with these characteristics
has been extensively modeled and observed; it is the
night-insulated water wall. Elements of a water wall that
are similar to those of the VCI waH system, in addition to
those mentioned above, include a difference between
its daytime and insulation level, and the use of
glazing. According to (1981), some form of
convection whether it is called

that are

high internal loads. This is because a variable conductance
envelope could release heat into and out of storage, and to
the outside, when appropriate.

Previous Work on Variable Thermal Envelope
Concepts. While the concept of responsiveness to the
changing environment is well established, the potential for
doing it automatically is relatively new. Typically, the
management of solar gain and ventilation through current
fenestration systems can affect up to 30% of the energy
use of the building. With the new electrochromic and
other "switchable" glazing technologies, this proportion
could rise. Bartovics (1984) analyzes the energy effects of
a variable transmissivity glazing for commercial buildings
in several cities, showing major reductions in peak energy
use in all climates, and in overall cooling energy use in
cooling-doJ.D#1ated climates. Reilly et aL (1991) agree with
Bartovics after a more comprehensive analysis, and added
the important consideration of performance acceptance
criteria.

The parallels between the continuing variable
transmissivity (window) developments and the variable
conductance work proposed in this paper interesting. In
both cases the control of variability depends on differences
in season, time of day, and i)UlllQllng
loads; in both cases there appears to be great promise for

the transfer and storage of solar gains, a
characteristic we believe is in addressing solar
energy use in The VCI take
advantage of coupling to ambient air and
radiant but also allow solar radiation to pass
through the envelope, in the form of heat, when
advantageous~ The variable-transmittance control

the beam and diffuse solar radiation~

Fine and examined
closer to the variable-conductance
elements here.

Their used a simulation to estimate the
savings from variable-resistance wall and they
found very small above that achieved by passive

insulation" While some potential was
shown to exist for variable non-North wall conductances
in it was also far less than that shown for
val:iat)le~·tra.nS]LIllSISi\irltv windows.

'fhe characteristics of the vel we are assuming may be
different enough from those examined by Fine and

to warrant further investigation. A new study
could focus on three specific topics: first, a heating-load

would reveal the energy-efficiency potential
from the access to solar gain and
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Aesthetics, Reliability, Daily Operator Requirements,
Long-Term Maintenance Requirements, and Ease of
Retrofit.

In u.s. most roofs are decoupled
from the building by a buffer space (an unoccupied attic
or a plenum), which can strongly dampen the thermal
signal, require thermal transport into the occupied space,
or both. commercial buildings often have flat
roofs that are thermally coupled to the conditioned space.
While in buildings these roofs account for only a
small fraction of the envelope, constitute a significant

of the shell of buildings under 50,000 ft2, which
account for over haIf of the commercial floor space built
each year.

The Cooling of Variable Conductance
lis 41 The cooling potential of walls is only a small

fraction of the cooling potential of flat roofs, because of
the reduced view factor to the radiant cooling "sink" of
the sky. However, a combination of radiative cooling and
nighttime convection cooling may be adequate to achieve
superior overall performance, especially if the waH can
function at other times in the other (i. e., insulating or
heating) modes. A more complete discussion of the
radiant cooling win be found in the Roof Cooling
section that follows.

Figure 3 is an initial concept sketch that shows
the vel envelope component in schematic form. In this
case, excellent absorptance, minimal resistance to storage,
and minimal resistance to the interior radiator would yield
a warm panel radiatively coupled to the interior

floors, furnishings and occupants~ The use of warm
air for thermal comfort could be enhanced the use of a

fan to reduce stratification.

Potential of Variable Conductance
The radiative cooling resource is far less abundant

and far less well known, and has received relatively little
attention by the research community (Neeper 1985)~ The
simplest observation about the radiative cooling resource
is that, if it is effective in a particular location, radiation
to the sky is also cooling the ground near the building.
This wiU result in a large mass of cool air that could
perhaps more easily be drawn into the structure for
cooling, rather than building a separate radiant cooling
system; such a system could heat dissipators on
the roof, a method for storing the cooler fluid, and
another method to expose it to the occupied space. While
the air-moving solution is a legitimate one, there are
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PotentiaL Because these are severe CllJ7UlJtes.

it is reasonable to that insolation on the walls of a
skin-dorninated building exceeds
in all continental U. S. clirnates

or not; without some device the
external waH surface win not become hot in most
cold climates to cause heat to flow to the inside. Such use
of a insulation" has attracted a
technical interest in and
other difference benween
insulation we assume, be nr(,)VHi~n

vel.

A of course, is how the other
characteristics of the Vel wan would
compare to those of the water wall for
market Given the fact that night-insulated
water their excellent performance, have not
achieved acceptance in the consumer or
t>Ullcuruz trade we would any vel system
to score better than the water waH apparently has on one
or more of the factors such as First Cost,
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3e Conceptual Sketch ofa Variable Conductance
Insulation Roof Panel. Placement here is that
appropriatefor a heating/cooling panel, rather thanfor
a complete roof area replacement.

nUlrnICury issues and that encourage a
roof-dissipator apt)rO~iCh in many locations, and we will
continue here with that line of discussion.

The net thermal radiation at commonly achieved roof
radiator temperatures could amount to 50 to 200 Bros per
night per square foot of rooftop radiator under clear skies
in humid climates, and perhaps 50% more in dry climates

1989). This does not compare well to design
loads of 100 Btus per hour per square

foot of floor space in a but with
operating has been good. Locating the cooling

in a residential ceiling couples the cooling need with
the cooling resource, and may add to comfort by changing
the mean radiant and mCUre~UV

The radiative cooling potential from the roof may
best be bounded performance of the roof pond; it
appears to be an excellent passive cooling performer for
many of the same reasons its vertical counterpart, the
water wall, does wen in a heating mode. Significant
progress in understanding methods for tapping the cooling
resource accessible to roofs was made by Hay and Yenott
(1969) with their work on roof ponds with movable
insulation. Work continues on the roof pond concept, with
water sprays providing additional, evaporative cooling in

many locations,l and other integrated concepts also being
developed (Balk 1988). As reviewed by Martin (1989),
one of the major factors impeding wide-scale development
of roof ponds, despite their known good thermal
performance, is their current requirement for sliding
thermal insulation panels.

Martin (1989) combined dry- and wet-bulb temperatures
to assess the national for radiant cooling.
Figure 4 reproduces the contour map for July, which
shows a broad range of locations with good potential
performance. vel roof panels could that potential,
improving on the performance of the current movable
insulation panels on roof ponds, which have proven to be
"expensive and unreliable" 1989).

Several DOE-2.. 1D parametric runs were on a
light manufacturing building located in Connecticut. The'
software currently allows of wall and roof
R-values according to the outside air temperature.. The
simulations were undertaken with panels that could
their R-value from 0.5 to 13.0, arld that were located in
waUss A scatter plot of energy and energy
increases was obtained, to the outside air
temperature threshold used to "enableu the panelss
!SUUOJLn2 orientation therefore the amount of solar
radiation received the wall had a effect
on results.

pre~llDlllnlary COInptlter ,:mn~IIV~l~ showed that the VCI
-nA"k"t"Jl""Il1ll""'n"Il weB when scheduled in accordance

A better of their would have to
incorporate (a) outside air solar radiation
received on outside air temperature and
tenlperatlllre of the outer skin of the or (c) per'hal)S
only the temperature of the outer skin of the when
the panel does not incorporate any substantial mass ..

To simulate such strategies, modifications will need to be
made to any of the available energy
tools.

"nnl""hlm~III4'"'Ur'la~ on the Application to Wans
and Roofs

There appear to be three ways to manage thermal transfer
through the DUl.LO.l.I:l2 ~llV~lon~~

(1) Passive thermal insulation is installed
between the variable thermal and the
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Temperature Depression, dTsky =: Tair - Tsky, as an indicator of radiative cooling
temperature depression statistics show that sites such as Fresno, characterized by low humidity and

could be excellent for radiative coolings Sites ,nore like Miami, with high humidity and cloud cover,
nrf)hnhI1) be poor candidates Martin and Berdahl 1984).

high-mass system according to varying exterior
conditions are not usually possible$

(3) Variable Conductance Insulation: a small amount of
thermal mass may be installed between the variable
thermal signal and the steady-state interior, and
further, between variable conductance insulation
panels$ The thermal consequence is that the exterior
thermal signal can be passed on with minimal delay
and very slight attenuation. Practically, this approach
transmits the exterior thermal signal on about its
original cycle, if desired, or stores it for later
transmittal to the interior, or rejects it as unusable at a
particular time. Transient modifications to the VCI
system according to varying exterior conditions
comprise the normal operating conditions. This
flexibility of control should nicely fit the complex
situation of highly variable outside conditions and
somewhat variable inside requirements common in
most buildings. In addition to calculable savings in
auxiliary energy use, the VCI systems may provide
the additional benefit of improved Mean Radiant
Temperature near the occupant, the improved comfort

SLe:~UHJ'-Sl.aU·~ 1nt~l>~rt.~· the thermal consequence is that
the exterior thermal is greatly attenuated and

its way to the interior. This
isolate the interior from the

rel ~ectlLng any for benefit from the
outside. The interior is then dealt with according to

verltll~:ltrnlg and
with the reduced from

central control losses associated with
t1pl'I'UPll~l from a distant heat or cold source, and the
discomfort of of current
distribution terminals. Transient modifications of the

aC(~Orlamg to exterior

thermal mass is installed between the
variable thermal and the steady-state interior;
the thermal consequence is that the exterior thermal

delayed and slightly attenuated.
this approach puts the thermal

sufficiently that with proper choice of
mass the heat is usable inside at a better time than it
was available outside. Transient modifications to the
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of which could lead to further savings. Table 1
describes first thoughts on a possible operations-logic
system for using a VCI system.

To better define the relation of the vel waH or roof
system components to performance, we arrayed them
against the locations they might occupy. The result of this
simple comparison is Table 2, which appears to indicate
that the highest payoff would be for south-tilted vel
systems, whether on wall or roof. These can more easily
pay for themselves (if the incremental cost is not too high)
by performing thermal duties both summer and winter. An
integrated-storage waH or roof system facing south, in
which the Vel serves as a space cooler and space/water
heater, as well as other envelope functions, would be an
interesting example of such a relatively
component.,

Initial Identification
System Applications:
Several building types can benefit from the use of a
variable conductance envelope. The following discussion
addresses the operating conditions under which such

could be effective in saving energy.

High exothermic processes create cooling loads during
operating hours in these buildings even during late
fall/early winter/early spring. Yet at night there are
heating requirements.

Strategy: low R-values occupied hours, and high
R-values during unoccupied hours.

These buildings are often built "on speculationn

unknown tenants) and contain a mix of retail stores.
Lighting loads are because many retailers
use incandescent lamps for display lighting. Some, such as
coffee shops, also generate significant process heat loads.
Cooling loads are over much of the year, so
low-R wans and roofs are during the
when the outside air is below 70 F
and the surface is shaded. mornings and at night,
and cold may be necessary.

x

0:

x

X

x
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These clusters have internal The
load on the upper floors is because of direct

and the open spaces that anow extensive
air movement in the vertical often the roof
insulation desirable heat transfer to the ambient
and loads are

Overheating in office buildings reduces worker
productivity. Much of the heat gain is generated by
lighting and office equipment, and is usually extracted
through the use of mechanical cooling. Temperatures are
maintained in the 70 degrees F to 76 degrees F range, so
low-R wans can be effective when a cooling load exists
and when the outside air temperature is below 70 degrees
F a minimum of 5 degrees F below office air
temperature). This first cooling situation occurs
occasionally during swing seasons, but that may not offer
sufficient justification for a panel control component in
many cHmateso office applications exist in
which: (1) extended periods of cooling loads cpincide with
cool ambient temperatures and, (2) increased night
ventilation is either impossible or undesirable (typically
because of problems with control or humidity):

@ In mild climates, especially Southern California and
coastal locations.

Office tiUJllmngSR-values to allow low-R envelopes for
those periods) in which excess heat

accessible whenis
needed.

~ilODlr.nntg Centers

low-R makes sense hours when
outside air are lower than interior air
teIJnpt~ramr'es, as is often the case, in tel1[lp~~ralte CJllmate,s,
near shaded wans~ is used in winter or during

season with hi ambient ternPt~ratur'es"

eS!)eClalJly on solar-irradiated surfaces.

seasons and also the season
in mUd an may overheat from solar

and remain too warm even after sunset.

the can be
for load

CU""11Ith'::!''lr'h.T orientations can benefit
with control required more

a 24-hour During early morning,
rr"Uj~'t"h,::l>~tnllO' on the east from solar gain, and

against high ambient
low-R promotes cooling,

too-low ambient

@ In moderate climates that solar gain
the heating season, for example, in a

4,000-6,000 degree-day band across the United States.
High solar gains could be caused by a combination of
southerly orientation and high-transmission glazing,
especially when the glazing covers a relatively large
envelope area (e.g., above 25% of the wall area).

@ In mild, moderate, and cold climates with especially
high intemalloads (e.g., desktop publishing and data
processing).

The second cooling situation may arise when mass that
could be associated with the variable conductance
insulation is passively ff charged" during the off-cooling-
peak and "discharged" to offset peak cooling loads.
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Promising Areas for Further
Analysis

Endnotes

3* K. Thomas t:eIGmlan'l KTF Research. March 1992.

2. Christensen, NREL. February 1992.

1. J. Douglas Balcolm, NREL. March 1992.

ther 8II'al8lof"'ll.''lI!''d'l&.l!r'''A

I1'1H1p1I"':11"' of Florida. Hat"'f"11ot:l111t"'il 1992.

......""'""Jl..il.. ...... .a.'i.8'''' NREL* March 1992.

4. Yogi uo:swa.m1 ..

5.

We have provided information on this new Vel concept to
encourage further .investigation of vel systems in
buildings. More detailed analysis is clearly needed.
Neeper's comments are relevant to this requirement for
improved analysis: "Although it is easy to picture progress
as the development of hardware, in fact the common base
for progress is a continuing systems analysis that initiates
research by evaluating ideas, that guides research by
providing performance estimates, and that applies the
products of research by providing design rules" (Neeper
1985). Such analysis could focus on several topics:

(1) Quantitative studies are needed to separate those areas
of vel 'speculation that have little potential for energy
savings from the smaller number of them that could
result in a significant contribution in buildings*

(2) Optimization is needed of control and thermal storage
strategies. This will assist in the design of lmlnrnVF:n

vel and drive the development of
better thermal materials.

6. While thermal energy is not itself a
of the VCI operating we think that various
VCI win often ~~I"',,..._"\n1l"'I1lT<:lI\ TES. A moderate
amount of TES may be in several ways;
it may:

for VCI controller

reveals

The (fUfJf',i~Jl',J,.ll.V'1l.il. of TES a complex one.
DefInitive statements must await much more
COlnPl~ehlenSlve ~n~llv~lQ of the its alone and

within a VCI

to better match occupant
energy use, and energy

or radiant

@ introduce into the
unobstructed thermal input on one
but measured output on the other

, the interior vel cooling may be
n~~l'"h<OlllhT "disabled" to avoid COIlde:nsatlOJnJ
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Appendix A - Comparison of Building Applications of a I System

Application

roof ambient 10 10 mod vhi hi mod

walls ambient 10 10 mod v hi hi mod

GSHP earth 10 10 mod mod mod

furnace flue mod 10 10 mod hi mod mod

dwh/gas flue rno 10 10 mod hi mod mod

dwh/elec TES hi hi mod 10 mod mo

TES ducts 10 rno 10 mod 10 mod 10 mod

sdwh TES mod 10 10 10 mod 10 mod

PV panels TES mod 10 10 v 10 low

KEY

Site: location of the variable conductance insulation

dt: maximum difference

Dwell: time at dt

Units: size of market

GSHP: source heat pump

dwh: domestic water heater

TES: thermal energy

sdwh: solar domestic water heater

PV: nl'1{)to'J'ol1:alC

Identification of BufldJrng AJJ~lJlllcat'iOIJ'S for a vaJrlal)/e··c;G~n(Jructa~,ce Insulation ...
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